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Image above - Harvey, 
who is exhausted from 
making and delivering 
cakes. 

	 As of a few assorted issues, Rudy’s birthday celebrations have been 
delayed to tomorrow. Rudy is protesting, and Judy is not happy either, but 
cats need a break as they have been working hard setting up and cleaning 
up parties. However, that raised another problem. What about Halloween? 
No cat can have a party on Halloween! Unless it is a Halloween party, not a 
birthday party. And this gave cats a thought, a thought that might be 
dangerous, but it might just work. What if Rudy and Judy had a joint party 
the day before Halloween?
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	 “Nope, no, definitely not happening,” 
Rudy is telling us, “Judy will ruin the party for 
cats and I can’t have that. Nope, we won’t do a 
joint party, even if my kittens force me to drink 
pineapple punch, it won’t happen.” We are not 
sure what is so bad about pineapple punch, but 
Rudy has something in for it. However, Judy has 
the same reaction. “If Rudy and I have a joint 
party, I’m going to start saving up urine to pee in 
Rudy’s pool. I am NOT going to have Rudy ruin 
my party, and if we have to have a joint party, I 
will make it miserable.” Right now, both Rudy 
and Judy slightly resemble kittens. 


	 However, neither Rudy nor Judy want 
their party to be delayed to after Halloween, and 
it looks like a joint party is in the future. However,  
Rudy and Judy are fighting over what the party 
will be like. “I want it to be a pool party, with 
good music, cool drinks, and a cake,” Rudy is 
saying, but Judy disagrees, “no, I’ll pee in your 
pool if it is a pool party, I want a party in the 
woods, where cats can build forts and have 
water guns to shoot each other with! That would 
be really fun!” Rudy growled and tackled Judy, snarling about how no one 
would pee in her pool if it was her dying wish.


	 In the end, Lunch was the one who proposed the compromise. They 
would go to The Squirt Gun Arena for the party, 
where you can book a large auditorium with 
small pools scattered around it and some fake 
boxes for a squirt gun fight. Both Rudy and 
Judy seemed okay with that idea, and kittens 
were pumped. The Squirt Gun Arena is only a 
dream for most kittens, and we hear that 
kittens are already packing. However, both 
Rudy and Judy weren’t completely sure yet. 
“What about the snacks?” Rudy asked. “And 
what about the food?” Judy questioned. “I’ll 

supply both,” Lunch told them, even though she planned on making another 
cat buy the snacks. 


	 Subscribe again for more on The Squirt Gun Arena!


Image above - Juliet, 
who is thinking about 
how to combine those 
two party ideas. 

“I already thought 
up that 
compromise - 
you plagiarized 
me!” 

 - JULIET, TALKING TO LUNCH
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